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Abstract
Recent progress in the eciency of Cu2 ZnSnS4 (CZTS) solar cells has been relatively
slow due to severe bulk band tailing issues that have proven dicult to resolve. Band
tails in CZTS are caused by defect-related potential uctuations, as diagnosed by the
large shift between the CZTS band gap and its photoluminescence (PL) peak. In this
work, we demonstrate that the PL-band gap shift can be decreased roughly by a factor
of 5 when Zn is replaced by the heavier cation Sr. The resulting Cu2 SrSnS4 compound is
of considerable interest for photovoltaics due to its sharp band edges and suitable band
gap (1.95-1.98 eV) for a top absorber in tandem cells. Trigonal CSTS thin lms are
synthesized in this work by sulfurization of strongly Cu-poor co-sputtered Cu2 SrSnO4
precursors. The rst functioning CSTS solar cells are demonstrated, even though the
very high conduction band of CSTS implies that the typical CdS/ZnO electron contact
of CZTS solar cells must be redesigned to avoid large voltage losses.
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Introduction
Progress in the emerging Cu2 ZnSnS4 (CZTS) solar cell technology has somewhat slowed down
in recent years, 1 once it was realized that performance limitations due to the complex defect
chemistry of CZTS 2 might be exceedingly challenging to overcome. In fact, long-standing
issues with defect-related band tailing in the CZTS bulk 3 are still practically unsolved, with
the latest reports of eciency improvement involving heterojunction heat treatment 4 or
replacement of the heterojunction partner 5 instead. Strong band tailing in CZTS is diagnosed by the large Stokes shift between its absorption band gap and its photoluminescence
peak energy. CZTS band tailing is often attributed to the high density of compensating
donor-acceptor defects, 2 which cause spatial uctuations in the band edge potential. 3 Current state-of-the-art CZTS lms display large Stokes shifts of around 150-200 meV, with no
improvement in comparison to the early days of CZTS research. 5,6
Following computational work, 7 it was recently found experimentally that substitution
of Zn with Ba resulted in a structural change from tetragonal to trigonal, a wider band gap
that is more suitable for multiple junction photovoltaics, and a signicantly reduced Stokes
shift. 8 The leading explanation for the smaller Stokes shift in Cu2 BaSnS4 is the large size
mismatch between Cu1+ and Ba2+ and their dierent coordination environment (tetrahedral
versus octahedral) in the trigonal strucure. 7 Those factors imply a high formation energy of
substitutional defects involving Cu and Ba, with respect to the very low formation energy
of e.g. the (CuZn +ZnCu ) antisite defect in CZTS. 7 In the original computational work by
Hong et

, both Cu2 BaSnS4 and Cu2 SrSnS4 (CBTS and CSTS respectively) were proposed

al.

as promising photovoltaic compounds sharing similar optoelectronic properties. 7 As CBTS
2

solar cells reached over 1 V open circuit voltage only a few months after the rst devices
were reported, 9 it is perhaps surprising that no solar cells based on the similar Cu2 SrSnS4
compound (CSTS) have been presented. The very few experimental works on CSTS 1012
agree on its trigonal crystal structure (Fig. 1) but report somewhat inconsistent band gaps
(1.78 eV to 2.1 eV).
In this work, we investigate phase purity and optoelectronic properties of CSTS thin
lms, fabricate the rst working CSTS solar cells, and comment on the possible limiting
factors of these initial devices. Our synthesis approach is based on sulfurization of reactively
sputtered oxide precursors Cu2 SrSnO4 (CSTO), without the need for high-cost, low-rate
ceramic targets.
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Figure 1: XRD patterns of two dierently processed CSTS lms on Mo, before and after sonication in DI water. The peaks
labeled with an asterisk, attributed to Sr2 SnS4 secondary phases (collection code 413024 in the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database, ICSD), disappear after the sonication step. Simulated XRD patterns for randomly-oriented CSTS (space group P 31 ,
collection code 356) and Mo are shown for reference.

Results and discussion
CSTO is deposited on Mo-coated soda lime glass (SLG) substrates by cosputtering Cu, Sr,
and Sn targets in an atmosphere consisting of 1.5% O2 in 5 mTorr Ar. This process yields
nanocrystalline CSTO lms with no diraction peaks and a typical oxygen content around
45%, as measured by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Basic characterization of
CSTO lms is shown in the Supporting Information. The precursors are then sulfurized
in a tube furnace under a ow of 5% H2 S in Ar. As shown both by EDX and by x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), the oxide lms are completely converted into suldes
after a sulfurization process at 520◦ C for 5 min (Fig. S3, Supporting Information).
The CSTO precursor compositional window giving the highest-eciency solar cells is
experimentally found in the strongly Cu-poor (0.68 < Cu/(Sr + Sn) < 0.73) and moderately
Sr-rich region (1.15 < Sr/Sn < 1.25) as shown in Fig. 2(a). The optimal Sr/Sn ratio is similar to the typical Zn/Sn and Ba/Sn ratios in precursor lms of CZTS and CBTS. 4,9 Cu poor
growth conditions are also necessary for CZTS and CBTS absorbers to avoid low band-gap
Cux S secondary phases and detrimental point defects. 2 However, the optimal Cu/(Sr+Sn)
ratio in this study (0.68-0.73) is signicantly lower than the equivalent ratios used for precursor lms of CZTS and CBTS (both in the 0.8-0.9 range in the vast majority of cases).
Due to the expected chemical and electronic similarity between CBTS and CSTS 7 we speculate that this discrepancy is related more to the oxide-based synthesis route than to a
more unfavorable defect chemistry of the CSTS absorber itself under moderately Cu-poor
conditions.
X-ray diraction (XRD) patterns of CSTS lms sulfurized under two dierent conditions
are shown in Fig. 1. Both diraction patterns contain all the major peaks expected for
trigonal CSTS, as well as peaks from the Mo substrate. Note that CSTS crystallizes in the
same P 31 structure as CBTS, with a diraction pattern shifted towards slightly higher angles
due to its slightly smaller lattice constant. 7 The sample sulfurized at 520◦ C for 5 min has
several additional peaks compatible with SrS, SrS2 , Sr2 SnS4 , and SrSnS3 secondary phases.
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Figure 2: (a): Atomic metal composition of dierent CSTO precursor lms, and of the
corresponding CSTS lms after sulfurization. The (Cu+Sr+Sn) composition is normalized
to 1. The area of each circle is proportional to the highest eciency of the solar cells resulting
from that particular composition. The blue cross indicates the stoichiometric point. (b)
Depth-dependent Cu, Sr, and Sn composition in CSTS by XPS sputter proling. The data
are normalized so that all cations have a composition of 1 at the rst data point.
On the other hand, the only spurious peaks in the sample sulfurized at 540◦ C for 30 min
are related to Sr2 SnS4 . Such secondary phases are not unexpected, due to the Cu-poor and
Sr-rich precursor composition. Note, however, that we were unable to obtain phase-pure
as-sulfurized CSTS even in the case of stoichiometric precursors, possibly because the singlephase compositional window of CSTS is narrow according to theory. 7 Using a combination
of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDX, the Sr2 SnS4 secondary phases in the lm
sulfurized at a higher temperature are consistently found to contain around 10% Na (Fig. S4,
Supporting Information). From the related CZTS solar cell technology, Na is known to diuse
into the absorber from the soda lime glass substrate through the Mo layer. 14 Interestingly,
all the Sr2 SnS4 XRD peaks disappear after sonicating the CSTS lm in deionized (DI) water
for 2 min (Fig. 1), indicating that those secondary phases are loosely attached to the CSTS
lm or are water-soluble. After sonication, the XRD pattern of the lm sulfurized at 540◦ C
for 30 min corresponds to single-phase CSTS. In spite of their phase purity, CSTS lms
processed in this way result in extremely low-eciency solar cells, possibly due to the large
pinholes caused by secondary phase removal. Thus, the rest of the results presented in this
6

Figure 3: (a) Top-view SEM image of a CSTS lm. (b) Cross-sectional view of a CSTS solar
cell. Notice that nanocrystals and voids are present in the bottom half of the CSTS lm,
and that a MoS2 layer is formed at the interface between CSTS and Mo, similarly to the
case of CZTS lms. 13
work refer to CSTS lms sulfurized at 520◦ C for 5 min.
According to EDX, the composition of CSTS after sulfurization is much closer to the
stoichiometric point compared to the composition of the starting oxide precursors (Fig. 2(a)).
This nding can be explained by diusion of excess Sr and Sn towards the back contact,
as determined by XPS sputter depth proling (Fig. 2(b)). The top half of the CSTS lm
consists of large grains of nearly stoichiometric CSTS, without apparent secondary phases
(Fig. 3(a)). Conversely, voids and nanocrystalline phases are present in the bottom half of
the lm (Fig. 3(b)), which may explain the spurious XRD peaks of Fig. 1. Note that, instead
of forming bulk phases, Na impurities in the lms sulfurized at 520◦ C are conned to the lm
surface (Fig. S3, Supporting Information). This is similar to the case of CZTS absorbers,
where the eect of Na impurities is limited to passivation of surfaces and grain boundaries
and is, in general, benecial. 14
Existing reports on the band gap of CSTS are not entirely compatible with each other.
Based on rst-principles calculations using high-level methods, 7 the band gaps of CSTS and
CBTS should be nearly equal (1.78 eV versus 1.79 eV respectively). A recent experimental
report of a 1.78 eV direct band gap for CSTS 12 is in absolute agreement with the calculated
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Figure 4: Direct band-gap Tauc plot of a CSTS lm (α is the ellipsometry-determined
absorption coecient and hν is the photon energy), EQE onset of a CSTS solar cell, and
room-temperature PL of a CSTS lm. Two band gap estimation methods are used for the
EQE data, as shown in detail in Fig. S6, Supporting Information.
value. However, while the absolute accuracy of the computational approach in Ref. 7 is
roughly ±0.3 eV, 15 signicantly better relative accuracy is expected for pairs of structurallyand chemically-related materials such as CSTS and CBTS. It is therefore surprising that the
experimental band gap of CSTS is ∼0.25 eV lower than the experimental band gap of CBTS
(2.01-2.04 eV) 8,9,16 when the calculation predicts only a 0.01 eV dierence. Here we attempt
to resolve this discrepancy by estimating the CSTS band gap with three dierent methods
involving external quantum eciency (EQE) and ellipsometry measurements, as summarized
in Fig. 4. A Tauc plot for direct band gap materials based on ellipsometry measurements 17
yields 1.98 eV; the EQE inection point 13 of a typical CSTS solar cell yields 1.95 eV; and
extrapolation of the EQE onset (Fig. S6, Supporting Information) yields 1.94 eV. The band
gap of the CSTS lms in this study is thus consistent with the theoretical prediction that
the CSTS band gap should be only slightly smaller than the CBTS band gap.
To derive the Stokes shift of CSTS, room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) is measured on a bare CSTS lm. The PL peak energy is 1.93 eV at dierent excitation wave8

lengths and intensities (Fig. S7, Supporting Information). Depending on which band gap
measurement is considered in Fig. 4, a room-temperature Stokes shift of 10-50 meV is derived, similar to the Stokes shift of previously reported CBTS absorbers (0-50 meV). 8,9 Since
the more established CZTS absorbers have much larger Stokes shifts (150-200 meV) even
in state-of-the-art lms, 5 both CBTS and CSTS should be seriously investigated as wide
band gap absorbers for tandem cells. We emphasize that more detailed characterization is
needed to understand whether the reduced Stokes shift in CSTS can indeed be attributed
to reduced potential uctuations compared to CZTS. Still, there are some indications of less
severe band tailing issues in CSTS than in CZTS, due to: (i) a lower Stokes shift, (ii) a
narrower PL peak (150-160 meV full width at half maximum for CSTS; 200-250 meV for
device-grade CZTS), 5 (iii) a sharper optical absorption onset (Fig. 5(a)), and (iv) a sharper
photocurrent onset (Fig. S8, Supporting Information).
The above ndings are consistent with the theory 7,18 stating that the probability of formation of substitutional native defects  a possible cause of electrostatic potential uctuations
 should drop when the two atoms involved have a signicant size mismatch. In fact, the
ionic radii of both Sr2+ (1.32 Å) and Ba2+ (1.49 Å) are signicantly larger than the ionic
radius of Cu1+ (0.91 Å). On the other hand, Zn2+ (0.88 Å) and Cu1+ are similarly sized.
Comparing the measured absorption coecient of CZTS and CSTS (Fig. 5(a)) reveals
that that the two materials have roughly the same absorption strength in the spectral region
of interest for solar energy conversion (up to ∼ 3 eV) when their ∼0.5 eV band gap dierence
is accounted for. However, CSTS has a sharper absorption onset than CZTS, which is an
advantage for long wavelength photon collection in a solar cell and implies that thinner
absorbers with shorter carrier lifetimes than CZTS may be tolerable. Interestingly, rstprinciples calculations do not predict sharper onsets in the closely related materials CBTS
and Cu2 SrSnSe4 , compared to CZTS, nor do they predict the dip in absorption coecient
just above the band gap. 7,21 The dip is not a measurement artifact, as it is also clearly visible
in the EQE spectra of CSTS solar cells (Fig. 6(b)) and has also been consistently reported in
9
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Figure 5: (a): Absorption coecient of CSTS (measured in this work) and of CZTS (measured previously). 19 Band gaps as determined by Tauc plots are indicated by lled circles.
Note that the large sub-band gap absorption present in both materials is a measurement
artifact due to the large roughness of the lms. 20 (b): Mott-Schottky plots based on electrochemical capacitance-voltage measurements at dierent frequencies. The negative slope
of the plot implies p-type native doping in CSTS. RHE is the reversible hydrogen electrode
potential.
CBTS absorbers. 8,9,16 Studies of excitonic transitions or calculations with ner sampling of
the Brillouin zone may help understand the origin of the near-band gap absorption features. 22
Note that the absorption coecients of CSTS and CZTS cross at around 3 eV photon energy
(Fig. 5(a)) as expected by theory. 7,21
Similarly to CZTS and CBTS, the CSTS lms in this study are found to be p-type
semiconductors from Mott-Schottky analysis of electrochemical capacitance-voltage measurements (Fig. 5(b)). The doping density could not be determined robustly due to a strong
frequency dependence of the capacitance, indicating additional capacitance contributions
besides the space charge region formed by the p-type dopants. The work function of CSTS,
derived from the extrapolated intercept with the potential axis as explained in the Supporting Information, is estimated as 5.3 eV. A similar work function (5.5 eV) can be derived for
CBTS by applying the same analysis method to previously published data. 9
To demonstrate that CSTS actually exhibits the photovoltaic eect, prototype single10
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Figure 6: (a): Current density-voltage curves of three CSTS solar cells with dierently
processed heterojunction partners. The CdS deposition temperatures are indicated. (b):
External quantum eciency of the same cells.
Table 1: Photovoltaic parameters of the CSTS solar cells presented in Fig. 6. η is the power
conversion eciency and FF is the ll factor.
Heterojunction
partner
CdS (60◦ C)
CdS (80◦ C)
Zn(O,S)

η
Voc
(%) (V)
0.59 0.38
0.52 0.47
0.23 0.30

Jsc
FF
2
(mA/cm ) (%)
3.8
41
2.6
43
3.0
26

junction solar cells with maximum eciency of 0.59% are fabricated employing a well-known
device structure consisting of a DC-sputtered Mo back contact on SLG, a CSTS absorber, a
CdS heterojunction partner by chemical bath deposition (CBD), and a ZnO/ITO transparent
front contact by RF sputtering (Fig. 3(b)). Interestingly, the highest open circuit voltage
(Voc ) of 0.47 V and short circuit current (Jsc ) of 3.8 mA/cm2 are achieved on two dierent but
identically processed absorbers (Fig. 6(a)). The only process dierence between the two cells
is the CdS deposition recipe, resulting in a higher band gap and higher O impurity content for
the CdS lms deposited at lower temperature. The Jsc improvement at lower CdS deposition
temperature is almost entirely due to better conversion of photons absorbed in the CdS layer
(Fig. 6(b)) and could be explained by the lower doping density expected for CdS with O
incorporation, 9 which can improve carrier collection in CdS due to increased band bending. 23
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We were able to slightly improve the EQE of long-wavelength photons by replacing CdS with
a reactively sputtered Zn(O,S) layer with S/(O+S) = 0.13. However, this small improvement
comes at the expense of a lower Voc and does not improve the conversion eciency (Table 1).
Large conduction band misalignment between CSTS and CdS is likely to be a major Voc limiting issue. In fact, the conduction band of CSTS is expected to lie about 0.75 eV higher
than in CZTS, due to the much lower electronegativity of Sr compared to Zn. 24 As the
CdS conduction band is experimentally found to be too low for CZTS absorbers in most
cases, 25 a heterojunction partner with a much higher conduction band appears necessary for
CSTS absorbers. Unfortunately, our attempts to raise the conduction band of Zn(O,S) by
increasing its S/(O+S) ratio 26 resulted in solar cells with no photocurrent, indicating that
other types of incompatibility exist with S-rich Zn(O,S).

Conclusion
P-type CSTS lms were synthesized in this work by sulfurization of co-sputtered oxide precursors. Compared to the related absorber CZTS, CSTS has a wider band gap (1.95-1.98 eV)
and appears to be less aected from band tailing issues. Thus, CSTS is an attractive wide
band gap absorber material for tandem photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical cells. The
electronic properties investigated in this study (band gap, absorption coecient, photoluminescence emission, work function) show close similarities with the previously synthesized
CBTS absorber, as expected by rst-principles calculations. Single-junction solar cells based
on CSTS absorbers were fabricated with a standard device structure including a Mo back
contact and a CdS n-type heterojunction partner, yielding eciencies up to 0.59%. A possible eciency limitation in those devices is given by the substantial Na diusion from the
soda lime glass substrate during sulfurization, which limits the available range of sulfurization conditions. Assuming that small amounts of Na are benecial for CSTS as they are for
CZTS, using a thin Na-containing lm instead of a Na-containing substrate as a Na source

12

should remove those constraints and may lead to higher eciencies. Finally, employing a
heterojunction partner with a higher conduction band than CdS may lead to higher open
circuit voltages, as already demonstrated in CBTS solar cells. 9

Supporting Information
Synthesis and characterization details, impurity analysis of Sr sputter target, basic characterization of CSTO precursors, compositional depth prole of CSTS including all elements,
additional SEM images and EDX spectra of secondary phases, band gap extraction by EQE,
PL spectra at dierent excitation wavelengths and intensities, and comparison between the
EQE and PL spectra of CZTS and CSTS.
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